Promote the Modernization of Aerospace Industry System through Open, Shared and Inclusive Development

Introduction to the Ninth China (International) Commercial Aerospace Forum
Stars hang low over the flat and vast plain,
Moonlights on the great river surge far and wide.

---------Du Fu (Tang Dynasty)
Introduction

Commercial aerospace will become indispensable impetus for jointly shaping a better future by all mankind in the “Great Aerospace Era”.

Diverse Innovative Technologies, Application Scenarios and Business Patterns
Since 2010, commercial aerospace activities have been increasingly active, with increased startup companies in this field.

Organized the holding of China (International) Commercial Aerospace Forum in 2015.
Chinese Commercial Aerospace Industrial Chain

**Background**

- Raw materials and components upstream
- Satellite/rocket production & launch, ground segments and terminals manufacturing midstream
- Satellite operation, application and services downstream
By 2022
Registration in over 20 provinces

Beijing, Guangdong, Shaanxi, Jiangsu, Shanghai, Hubei and other places have initially shown regional, clustering and vigorous industrial development trends.
2015, China (International) Commercial Aerospace Forum, which has been praised as a milestone marking the beginning of China’s commercial aerospace, and made the top ten space news in 2015.
Exploring the Route of China's Commercial Aerospace Development
Constructing the Ecology of the Commercial Aerospace Industry

2016
Gather Global Resources, Prosper
Commercial Aerospace
Lead Commercial Aerospace, Explore Industrial Development
Jointly Building an Industrial Ecology to Lead the Development of Commercial Aerospace
Cloud Shared Commercial Aerospace Leads the Growth of Digital Economy
New Pattern of Industry Development, New Journey for Commercial Aerospace
Commercial Aerospace Empowering New Businesses and New Patterns, Openness and Win-Win Contributing to A Shared Future for Mankind
The 4 sub-forums are spaceflight transportation system, advanced satellite technologies, space information application and space economic and policies.
FORUM PROFILE

1000 products and technologies

100+
Over one Hundred Aerospace Enterprises

100+
Hundreds of inter-enterprise and enterprise-government cooperation

200+
Over 200 industrial leaders

70+
Over 70 colleagues
Forming annual “Viewpoints Highlights at the China (International) Commercial Aerospace Forum”
On July 12th and 13th, 2023, the 9th China (International) Commercial Aerospace Forum is scheduled to be held in Wuhan, Hubei Province, China.

“Innovation and Leadership Build a Modern Commercial Aerospace Industrial System”.
Wuhan City, Hubei Province as the Permanent Site for the Forum.

More information will be updated on the website at https://ccaf.casicloud.com/en.

Contact
Grace Li  Phone: +86 17701253488
Yiwen Yan Phone: +86 15801485932
E-mail: ccaf_service@126.com
More information will be updated on the website at:

https://ccaf.casicloud.com/en

Contact
Grace Li  Phone: +86 17701253488
Yiwen Yan Phone: +86 15801485932
E-mail: ccaf_service@126.com
The tenth China (International) Commercial Aerospace Forum will be held in the late April of 2024.

More information will be updated on the website at https://ccaf.casicloud.com/en.

Contact
Grace Li Phone: +86 17701253488
Yiwen Yan Phone: +86 15801485932
E-mail: ccaf_service@126.com
We aim to negotiate commercial aerospace win-win cooperation jointly with global partners, promote steady, peaceful and sustainable industrial development worldwide.

Thank you very much for your attention